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At 3 pm on Friday, April 3, many mourners gathered high on the hill at Leffingwell 
Landing, Cambria to honor the life of David Yudovin who passed away suddenly on 
March 28. 
 
With no pomp and circumstance, local dignitaries, family and friends stepped forward 
to share their memories and stories. Every narrative building on the next, triggering 
recollections of people, places, events, struggles and achievements — every word, each 
laugh and tear painted a new perspective until we shared a complete and perfect 
understanding of the man we called David — inspirational, motivational, philanthropic, 
hard working, community leader, loving and loyal friend, uncle, brother, son and 
husband. 
 
When the time came, the local ocean rescue team hit the waves with a massive, stunning 
floral reef. Many surfers and swimmers took to the ocean and formed a big circle way 
out deep and far, so as to release the reef in a celebration of life, Hawaiian style. 
 
Afterwards, the local fire station served as our host where a memory table was set 
quietly to the side. With many of David’s awards and trophies present there was but one 
photograph of David that beamed.  David as a young child, a large sepia portrait of a 
little boy who looked thankful and so loved  - the glint in his eyes, his cheeky smile, his 
passion for living even then – resonated from within.  
 
So I take a quote now to express the emotion of the day and what we still feel now. 
 

“…God gave him to us as a gift from the sea, and now we give him back from whence he 
came…” Reverend Akaka, Waikiki. 

 
The sun shined brightly, the waves were large, and the wind whistled through the pine 
trees.  David would have loved it.  
 
 
 
 
 

 


